Vimy Ridge:

The Birth of a Nation

Plan:

Safety note:

• How can you learn about the missions of
Canadian Forces overseas?
• How does the Canadian public feel about
different overseas operations? Why might
Canadians not agree about every mission?

As always when corresponding with
strangers, do not disclose important
personal information, such as your last
names. Before sharing any photos, ask
to make sure everyone is okay with
having the picture included in
your correspondence.

Do:
• Explore Canadian operations overseas.
• Correspond with Canadian soldiers to express
your appreciation for a mission you support.

Review:

Online Resources:

• What do you know now that you did not
know before?
• Did you receive any response to your letter? If
so, what was shared?
• Has this Adventure changed how you think of
Canadian missions overseas? If so, how?
• How do you feel the Battle of Vimy Ridge
shaped Canada?
• What current missions do you feel you
support (if any), and which (if any) do you
have doubts about?

• Morale Mail: Instructions for
Mailing Overseas
• The Battle of Vimy Ridge
• Vimy Ridge
• Veterans Affairs Canada:
The Battle of Vimy Ridge
• WWI: The Battle of Vimy Ridge

In the early hours of April 9, 1917, the Canadian Corps attacked
the German-held Vimy Ridge in Northern France. The strategic
stronghold had proved impossible for French troops to take, but the
Canadian troops—united for the first time in the war—succeeded.
3,598 Canadians were killed and another 7,000 wounded. After
the war, Brigadier-General Arthur Edward Ross called the Canadian
victory “the birth of a nation,” acknowledging what the battle meant
to Canadians and how the country was regarded by others.
The actions of the Canadian Forces on the world stage contribute significantly to the national
character and reputation. As a Patrol, explore Canadian operations overseas and correspond with
Canadian soldiers to express your appreciation for a mission you support. This can also be a great
opportunity to learn more about the work of the Canadian Forces, especially if a soldier writes back.
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The Adventure:
In the early hours of April 9, 1917, the Canadian Corps attacked
the German-held Vimy Ridge in Northern France. The strategic
stronghold had proved impossible for French troops to take, but the
Canadian troops—united for the first time in the war—succeeded.
3,598 Canadians were killed and another 7,000 wounded. After
the war, Brigadier-General Arthur Edward Ross called the Canadian
victory “the birth of a nation,” acknowledging what the battle meant
to Canadians and how the country was regarded by others.
The actions of the Canadian Forces on the world stage contribute significantly to the national
character and reputation. As a Patrol, explore Canadian operations overseas and correspond with
Canadian soldiers to express your appreciation for a mission you support. This can also be a great
opportunity to learn more about the work of the Canadian Forces, especially if a soldier writes back.
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